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1．　Introduction
　　This　paper　attempts　to　discuss　the　effectiveness　of　the　case　method　in
teaching　English　business　presentations　to　Japanese　learners，　especially　at
the　university　level．　With　the　internationalization　of　the　Japanese　economy，
Japanese　businesspeople　find　themselves　increasingly　in　need　of　developing
their　abilities　to　give　presentations　in　English　effectively　in　formal　as　well　as
informal　business　situations．　For　this　reason，　college　English　education　for
business　majors　should　include　public　speaking　for　business　purposes．　In　ad－
dition　to　providing　the　learner　with　the　academic　knowledge　of　business
presentations，　the　teacher　needs　to　actually　train　the　learner　so　that　the　learn－
er　can　acquire　practical　skills　in　giving　presentations．　One　of　the　main　difficul－
ties　in　training　the　learner　is　the　scarcity　of　effective　business　materials　on
which　to　base　a　presentation，　especially　in　the　field　of　persuasive　presenta－
tions．‘‘Business　cases”used　under　the　case　method　can　provide　effective
materials　of　education　in　this　area．　It　can　also　enhance　the　learner’s　motiva－
tion　to　give　good　presentations．
　　We　will且rst　see　why　Japanese　businesspeople　now　need　to　improve　their
or舞1　communication　ability　in　English　followed　by　a　discussion　on　the　impor一
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tance　of　the　presentation　form　of　ora1　communication．　We　will　next　consider
the　knowledge　and　skills　that　should　be　taught　at　college．　Then，　some　of　the
major　problems　in　training　the　learner　will　be　discussed．　The　case　method
will　then　be　examined－what　it　is　and　what　characteristics　it　has．　Finally，　we
will　discuss　how　the　case　method　could　solve　such　dit且culties　and　facilitate
the　business　presentation　education．
H．Background
　　Let　us　first　consider　why　Japanese　businesspeople　now　need　to　improve
their　English　oral　communication　ability．　In　the　past，　Japan’s　business　En－
glish　education　has　focused　mainly　on　written　English　meant　for　international
trading．　Along　this　line，　reading　and　writing　business　letters，　letters　of　cr『dit，
contracts，　and　so　forth，　as　well　as　teaching　the　practical　knowledge　of　import
and　export　business　practices　and　documentation　have　been　the　main　focus　of
business　English　education　at　college，　as　evidenced　in　the　contentS　of　college
textbook　catalogs　issued　by　major　Japanese　textbook　publishers1）．
　　This　type　of　business　English　education　had　been　quite　appropriate　when
most　of　the　users　of　business　English　were　engaged　in　international　trade，
typically　at　trading　firms，　manufacturing丘rms，　foreign　exchange　banks，　etc．
As　is　often　pointed　out，　the　Japanese　economy　had　relied　heavily　on　import－
ing　raw　materials　and　exporting丘nished　products　for　many　decades　until　re－
cently．　However，　the　pattern　of　the　international　business　activities　of
Japanese　firms　started　to　enter　a　new　phase　in　the　1970s．‘‘It　was　in　the　1970s
when　Japanese　business五rms　started　serious　FoREIGN　DIREcT　IwEsTMENT
activities．　From　1971　to　1972，　FoREIGN　DIREcT　INvEsTMENTs　by　Japanese
firms　increased　signi且cantly　with　a　qualitative　change　from　the　past，　re且ect一
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ing　the　stronger　yen　and　domestic　wage　hikes　in　addition　to　Japanese　govern－
ment’s　liberalization　policy　for　FoREIGN　DIREcT　INvEsTMENT．”2）Japanese
firms　thus　started　to　shift　significant　parts　of　their　production　activities　to
overseas　sites．　In　addition，‘‘multi－nationalization　of　Japanese　firms　started　to
accelerate　rapidly　in　the　middle　of　the　1980s．”3）In　other　words，　Japanese
且rms　started　not　only　their　production　but　also　their　overall　business　activi－
ties　overseas　by　establishing　their　own　foreign　branches　and　subsidiaries．
These　new　developments　mark　a　total　departure　from　the　previous　pattern　of
international　business　activities，　namely　just　importing　materials　from
abroad，　manufacturing　products　domestically，　and　exporting　products　over－
seas．
　　On　the　other　hand，　the　growing　Japanese　economy　and　the　maturing
Japanese　market　have　ent量ced　a　large　number　of　foreign丘rms　into　Japan．　As
aconsequence，‘‘more　than　three　hundred　thousand　Japanese　people　now
work　for　fore｛gn　business　firms　in　Japan．”4）Even　such　Japanese　giants　as
Nissan　Motor　Company　and　Mazda　have　become“foreign－a価iated　compa－
nies”where　English　is　spoken　as　an　o伍cial　language．
　　Thus，　today，　not　only　those　who　are　involved　in　international　trading　but
also　many‘‘ordinary”Japanese　businesspeople　are　in　need　of　using　English
to　perform　their　work．　In　addition　to　buying　and　selling　goods，　the　kinds　of
work　they　perform　in　English　range　from　such　routine　work　as　manufacturing
and　distributing　products，　employing　and　managing　people，　giving　and
receiving　various　kinds　of　reporting，　doing　accounting　and　financial　work，
making　plans　and　controlling　business　to　such　non－routine　matters　requiring
management　decisions　as　expanding　plant　capacity，　launching　new　products，
restructuring　organizations，　coping　with　serious　customer　claims，　making　ex－
ecutive　personnel　changes，　planning　and　implementing　mergers　alld　acquisi一
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tions．
　　Although　the　importance　of　writing　effective　English　business　letters
should　not　be　made　light　of，　in　such　a　dynamic　business　environment，
Japanese　businesspeople　should　endeavor　to　communicate　effectively　in
speaking　English．　Failure　to　do　so　is　likely　to　lead　to　the　loss　of　the　com－
petitiveness　of　Japanese　firms　operating　in　international　situations・If，　as　is
often　the　case，　much　of　the　communication　is　held　in　Japanese　rather　than　En－
glish　among　Japanese　staff　working　in　an　overseas　branch　of　a　Japanese　firm，
local　employees　at　the　o伍ce　may，　most　probably，　not　be　able　to　understand
the　contents　of　the　communication．　The　situation　can　be　further　aggravated　if
the　communication　between　that　ofice　and　the　parent　company　in　Japan　is
mostly　held　in　Japanese．　Such　an　attitude　of　Japanese　businesspeople　is　likely
to　offend　the　local　employees　and　even　raise　doubts　about　discriminatory
practices　against　them．　These　unfortunate　communication　practices，　which
are　not　uncommon　among　Japanese　firms　operating　overseas，　will　significant－
ly　damage　the　effectiveness　of　the　organization．
　　To　avoid　such　a　situation，　interpreters　may　be　hired；however，　hiring　inter－
preters　is　not　inexpensive　and　the　translation　by　interpreters　may　not　be　free
of　errors．　Sometimes，　the　contents　of　the　communication　at　important　meet－
ings　are　summarized　and　translated　into　English　afterward　and　circulated
among　the　staff　concerned．　In　such　a　case，　however，　the　timeliness　of　the
communication　is　bound　to　be　lost．　Needless　to　say，　timely　actions　based　on
timely　information　can　be　crucial　to　successfully　competing　in　today’s　busi－
ness，　Translation，　which　Japanese　people　are　very　much　fond　of，　may　work　to
reduce　the　effectiveness　of　the　organization　because　of　its　inherent　time　lag
and　indirectness．　In　addition，　capable　local　employees　who　speak　English
may　seek　jobs　elsewhere　eventually　to　be　free　from　communication　stress　or
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to　be　treated　in　a　fairer　way．　Professor　Hideki　Yoshihara　of　Kobe　University
and　his　associates　have　pointed　out　these　adverse　effects　of　poor　English　com－
munication　ability　of　Japanese　businesspeople　as　the‘‘language　cost．”5）．
　　Thus，　in　the　age　of　multinational　business　management，　Japanese　business－
people　are　in　pressing　need　for　improving　their　English　oral　communication
ability．
皿．Importance　of　Business　Presentation
　　The　term‘‘business　presentation”may　conjure　up　an　image　of　a　fully
dressed－up　businessperson　giving　a　formal　public　speech　to　a　large　audience
using　sophisticated　visuals．　Some　business　presentations　actually　fall　into　this
category．　However，　talking　to　your　staff　about　how　to　use　a　new　office　infor－
mation　system　can　also　be　considered　a　form　of　business　presentation．　Simi－
larly，　explaining　to　your　boss　why　you　need　a　larger　budget　next　year　con－
stitutes　an　informal　business　presentation．
　　To　clarify　the　meaning　of　the　term，　let　us　de且ne‘‘business　presentation”as
a　formal　or　informal　talk　about　a　particular　subject　given　in　order　to　perform　a
business　task．　Uhder　this　definition，　managers　are　pot　the　only　people　that
give　business　presentations．　Anyone　who　gives　a　talk　in　an　organized　manner
to　a　particular　audience　or　an　individual　with　some　business　intention　is　the
one　that　gives　a　business　presentation．　As　one’s　career　progresses　and　oppor－
tunities　to　give　presentations　increase，　one’s　presentational　speaking　skills
become　critical　in　one’s　success．“Most　people　who　work　in　organizations
eventually　find　that　their　effectiveness　and　success　depend　on　their　ability　to
organize　their　ideas　and　present　them　effectively．＿Delivering　your　message
in　person　provides　immediate　feedback　that　helps　you　clarify　points　and　an一
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swer　questions．　Oral　presentations　are　often　more　persuasive　as　well，　A
speaker’s　knowledge，　enthusiasm，　and　apParent　confidence　can　influence
people　to　accept　or　reject　an　idea　in　a　way　that　a　written　document　cannot．”6）
　　Thus，　in　both　formal　and　informal　presentations，　businesspeople　need　to
perform　effectively　in　order　to　successfully　achieve　their　tasks．　They　need　to
do　so　in　all　facets　of　their　corporate　life　as　well　as　in　external　business　deal－
ings　such　as　negotiating　business　matters　with　their　customers　or　doing　pub－
lic　relations　work．　This　necessity　applies　particularly　to　Japanese　business－
people　working　in　international　situations．　They　need　to　acquire　and　improve
their　skills　in　giving　English　business　presentations　to　be　effective　and　also　to
avoid　the　unnecessary‘‘language　cost”discussed　earlier．
】V．Knowledge　and　Skills　of　Business　Presentations
　　Let　us　now　consider　what　kind　of　knowledge　and　skills　the　teacher　should
provide　at　Japanese　universities　as　part　of　business　English　education．　Since
giving　business　presentations　requires　communication　skills，　it　may　be　natur－
al　to　approach　this　problem　by　referring　to　the　theoretical　frame　of‘‘com－
municative　competence”as　set　out　by　Canale　and　Swain7）．
（1）　Business　Presentations　and　Communicative　Competence
　　Four　components　make　up　the　construct　of　communicative　competence：
grammatica1，　discourse，　socio－linguistic　and　strategic　competence．　Grammat－
ical　competence　encompasses　knowledge　of　lexical　items　and　of　rules　of　mor－
phology，　syntax，　sentence－grammar　semantics，　and　phonology．　Discourse
competence　refers　to　the　ability　to　connect　sentences　to　form　a　meaningful
whole．　Socio－linguistic　competence　refers　to　the　knowledge　of　the　socio－cul一
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tural　rules　of　language　which　enables　the　speaker　to　make　appropriate　utter－
ances　under　certain　social　circumstances．　Strategic　competence　is‘‘the　ver－
bal　and　nonverbal　communication　strategies　that　may　be　called　into　action　to
compensate　for　breakdowns　in　communication　due　to　performance　variables
or　due　to　insu伍cient　competence．”8）
　　The　Japanese　learner　naturally　needs　to　acquire　enough　grammatical　com－
petence　in　English　to　be　able　to　give　presentations　that　are　clear　and　under－
standable　in　terms　of　grammar，　vocabulary，　pronunclatlon，　mtonatlon，
rhythm，　and　so　forth．　A　third－year　college　student　in　Japan　ordinarily　has　had
at　least　eight　years　of　English　education　and　should　have　enough　knowledge
of　English　grammar，　pronunciation，　and　the　vocabulary　of　general　English．
However，　the　learner　usually　does　not　have　enough　vocabulary　of　business
English，　an　essential　ingredient　of　professional　presentations　in　English．　For
example，　in　explaining　a　possible　reason　for　not　achieving　his　department’s
sales　objectives，　a　sales　manager　may　say　in　his　presentation　to　the　manage－
ment，“The　variance　between　the　plan　and　the　actual　sales　performance　is
ascribable　to　a　selling－price　deterioration　of　1．2　dollars　per　unit　from　the　plan
which　more　than　offもets　the　increase　in　sales　volume．”This　remark　is　a　typi－
cal　utterance　consisting　of　commonly　used　words　in　reporting　performances
in　a　business　situation，　However，　these　words　are　rarely　part　of　the　active
vocabulary　of　an　average　business－major　student　at　Japanese　university．
Since　business　subjects　such　as　marketing，　accounting，　finance，　organization－
al　behavior，　etc．　are　not　taught　in　English　at　Japanese　universities，　the　impor－
tance　of　learning　the　vocabulary　of　business　English　needs　to　be　emphasized．
　　With　respect　to　discourse　competence，　skills　to　organize　presentations　logi－
cally　in　English　need　to　be　acquired　by　the　Japanese　learner．　In　their　native
language，　Japanese　learners　may　be　able　to　develop　a　message　in　an　or．
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ganized　way　so　that　a　Japanese　audience　can　understand　him　or　her　without
d面culty．　However，　an　American　or　British　audience　may　not　understand　the
same　message　even　if　it　is　translated　into　English，　because　the　logical　organi－
zation　of　the　message　may　not　be　familiar　to　them．　In　elelnentary　and　middle
schools，　the　Japanese　learner　is　most　commonly　taught　a　technique　called
‘‘汲堰|sho－ten－ketsu”for　writing　a　composition．‘‘Ki－sho－ten－ketsu”can　be
translated　into　English　as‘‘to　introduce，”‘‘to　develop，”‘‘to　turn，”and‘‘to
conclude，”which　is　a　writing　technique　adapted　from　Chinese　poem　writing．
This　composition　technique　runs　counter　to　a　Western－style　organization　in
which　the　main　point，　or　con¢lusion，　is　presented　first　to　be　followed　by　sup－
porting　ideas　and　data．　The　learner　needs　to　learn　and　use　the　Western－style
organization　when　they　are　giving　presentations　in　English．
　　Also，　the　Japanese　learner’s　socio－linguistic　knowledge　of　English　is　usu31－
ly　rather　weak，　especially　when　giving　business　presentations．　For　example，
in　a　presentation　to　announce　a　new　product　to　custolners，　a　company
representative　may　say，‘‘lt　is　a　great　privilege　for　us　to　welcome　you　to　wit－
ness　the　unveiling　of　our　new　product．．．”Similarly，　in　introducing　a　visitor　to
her　staff，　a　manager　may　say，“lt　is　a　great　pleasure　to　introduce　Ms．　Wil－
liams＿”However，　an　average　Japanese　college　student　does　not　know
proper　English　expressions　suitable　to　various　business　occasions　such　as
these．　In　addition，　the　Iearner　needs　to　learn　when　and　how　to　use　polite　ex・
pressions．　For　example，　in　presenting　an　award　to　an　outsider　for　the
recipient’s　excellent　achievement，　a　company　executive　should　act　with
proper　decorum　using　polite　expressions．　The　same　executive　may　have　to
use　less　polite　expressions　when　she　tries　to　pep　her　sales　force　for　a　new
sales　campaign．　Since　business　is　a　social　activity，　the　learner　needs　to　de－
velop　enough　socio－linguistic　competence　so　he　or　she，　as　a　professional，　can
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deliver　presentations　in　a　socially　apProprlate　manner・
　　Developing　strategic　competence　should　prove　to　be　useful　for　giving
presentations，　especially　when　one　is　engaged　in　a　question－and－answer　ses－
sion．　When　a　presenter　does　not　understand　the　question，　he　or　she　may　be
able　to　sustain　the且ow　of　communication　by　requesting　the　person　who　has
asked　the　question　to　repeat　the　question，　paraphrase　it，　or　speak　up　so　that
the　presenter　can　hear　the　question　more　clearly，　etc．　Even　while　delivering　a
speech，　the　presenter　can　resort　to　the　strategic　competence　to　tailor　the　way
he　or　she　phrases　the　message　in　accordance　with　the　audience’s　facial　ex－
pressions．　For　example，　when　the　presenter　feels　that　the　audience　are　not
following　the　message　very　well　by　their　quizzical　expressions，　he　or　she　can
say，‘‘Let　me　clarify　the　point”or‘‘The　important　point　I　would　like　to　make
here　is　that＿”　This　type　of　strategy　is　seldom　taught　at　Japanese　schools
and，　therefore，　needs　to　be　taught　in　their　business　English　classes　at　college
prior　to　the　learner’s　real－world　ordeals．
（2）　Business　Presentations　from　a　Broader　Perspective　of　Communi・
cation
　　Although　the　theoretical　framework　of　communlcatlve　competence　sug－
gests　that　the　four　components　of　communicative　competence　be　considered，
we　need　to　know　more　specifically　what　knowledge　and　skills　should　be
taught　so　that　specific　classroom　tasks　and　activities　can　be　designed．　There－
fore，　let　us　approach　this　task　from　a　broader　perspective　of　communication
with　a　focus　on　public　speaking．
　　In　an　act　of　communication，　usually　the　sender　sends　his　or　her　idea
through　a　communication　channel　in　an　encoded　message　to　the　receiver　who
decodes　the　message　to　obtain　the　idea　sent　from　the　sender．　The　receiver’s
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response　to　the　message　is　given　in　the　form　of　feedback　to　the　sender．　Some－
times　the　sendeゼs　message　may　not　be　interpreted　by　the　receiver　as　it　has
been　originally　intended　by　the　sender．　In　such　a　case，‘‘communication
noise”is　said　to　have　occurred　by　some　communication　barriers．　These　barri－
ers　can　be　real　noises　from　outside　such　as　the　noise　of　an　air－conditioner　or
construction　work，　or　the　unclear　pronunciation　or　strange　intonation　of　the
presenter，　improper　choice　of　words　in　the　presenter’s　speech，　wrong　gram－
mar　used　in　the　presenter’s　speech，　unclear　organization　of　the　speech，　differ－
ent　assumptions　the　presenter　and　the　audience　have　about　the　topic，　and　so
forth．
　　In　this　framework　of　communication，　business　presentations　are　consi－
dered　to　be　the　channel　through　which　the　presenter，　the　sender　of　the　mes－
sage，　expresses　his　or　her　idea　to　the　audience　who　are　the　receivers　of　the
message．　The　speech　delivered　at　the　presentation　itself　is　the　message．　Or－
ganizing　one’s　ideas　into　a　cohesive　speech　draft　is　an　act　of　encoding　the
message．　Listening　to　the　presenter　and　trying　to　understand　the　message　is
an　act　of　decoding　the　message　on　the　part　of　the　audience，　or　the　receiver　of
the　message．　Through　questions　and　answers　as　well　as　other　audience　reac－
tions，　feedback　is　given　to　the　presenter　from　the　audience．　To　be　effective，
the　learner　should　be　aware　of　this　presentation　mechanism．
　　Let　us　now　focus　on　the　channe1，　i．e．，　the　presentation　itself．　There　are
three　basic　purposes　of　giving　oral　presentations　as　shown　below：
　　（a）　To　inform
　　（b）　To　persuade，　and
　　（c）　To　entertain
　　In　business，　inforrnative　presentations　serve　the　purposes　of　reporting　e－
vents，　performances，　etc．，　and　explaining　things．　Presentations　at　sharehol一
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ders’meetings，　execut圭ve　briefings，　sales　report　meetings，　or　at　explanatory
meetillgs　about　new　products，　procedures，　rules　and　regulations　aim　to　in－
form　people．
　　Persuasive　presentations　are　giverl　in　order　to　convince　the　audience　to　do
something　such　as　buying　products，　supporting　some　points　of　view，　etc．
　　Presentations　given　to　entertain　the　audience　aim　at　making　people　feel
good　about　themselves，　organizations，　products，　peers，　colleagues，　superiors，
etc．
　　Before　developing　the　presentation，　the　presenter　first　needs　to　establish
the　general　purpose　of　the　presentation　as　discussed　above．　Then，　he　or　she
needs　to　establish　more　specific　purposes　of　the　presentation，　such　as　whom
to　influence，　what　action　to　derive　from　the　audience，　how，　where，　and　when
to　expect　the　action　to　be　taken．
　　Once　the　general　and　speci且c　purposes　of　the　presentation　are　established，
the　situation　in　which　the　presentation　is　to　be　given　should　be　analyzed　be－
fore　actually　developing　sentences　of　the　speech．
　　Next，　the　presenter　needs　to　understand　what　kind　of　audience　he　or　she　is
addressing　so　as　to　be　able　to　tune　the　message　for　the　best　effect．　Is　the　au－
dience　captiveP　Are　they　highly　motivatedP　What　is　the　size　of　the　audienceP
What　is　the　age　distributionP　What　about　gender？What　are　their　posltlons　ln
relation　to　that　of　the　presenter～What　are　their　education　and　knowledge　lev－
elsP　How　familiar　is　the　audience　with　the　topic　of　the　presentationP　What　is
their　cultural　backgroundP　What　are　their　personal　preferencesP　What　are
their　attitlldes　toward　the　topic？These　are　the　questions　the　presenter　must
ask　him－or　herself　when　preparing　for　the　presentation．
　　The　learner　must　also　learn　to　analyze　him－or　herself　as　a　sender　of　the
message．　What　is　exactly　the　presenter’s　purposeP　How　much　knowledge
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does　the　presenter　possess？　What　are　the　feelings　of　the　presenter　about　the
topic？
　　The　presenter　also　needs　to　analyze　the　occasion．　He　or　she　must　know　in
what　kind　of　facilities　the　presentation　is　going　to　be　given；will　the　presenter
be　speaking　in　a　large　room　or　small　one～　Will　the　room　be　brightly　lit　or　dim－
ly　lit？　Will　there　be　a　podium？　Will　there　be　a　PA　system？　ls　there　an　overhead
projector？　ls　there　a　personal　computer　that　can　run　the　software　he　or　she　in－
tends　to　use？　These　are　some　of　the　important　questions　for　which　the　presen・
ter　should　find　the　answers　prior　to　the．actual　presentation．　The　presenter
also　needs　to　know　the　length　of　time　in　order　to　allocate　the　time　effectively．
In　addition，　the　presenter　needs　to　understand　the　context　in　which　the
presentation　is　given．　If　the　company’s　latest　major　capital　investment　failed
to　produce　the　expected　return，　the　presenter　should　be　prepared　to　discuss
the　degree　of　risk　involved　in　his　or　her　proposal　to　invest　in　plant　expansion．
　　Following　these　analyses，　the　presenter　needs　to　encode　his　or　her　ideas
into　a　message，　or　speech　draft，　in　a　most　effective　manner　using　correct
grammar　and　proper　expressions　as　well　as　cohesive　organization　as　dis・
cussed　earlier　when　we　considered　communicative　competence．
　　The　presenter　then　needs　to　learn　the　techniques　for　delivering　the　speech．
First，　the　type　of　delivery　needs　to　be　selected；manuscript，　memorized，　ex－
temporaneous，　or　impromptu．　Being　a　non－native　speaker　of　English　and　an
inexperienced　speaker，　the　learner　should　employ　the　extemporaneous　style
of　delivery　using　speaking　notes．　Other　styles　can　be　dangerous　for　novice
Japanese　presenters．　Presentations　delivered　word　for　word　based　on
manuscript　tend　to　be　lifeless　and　boring．　Memorized　presentations　also　tend
to　be　lifeless　and　boring　because　they　sound　Inemorized．　In　addition，　when
stuck　in　the　middle　of　the　presentation，　the　presenter　may　not　be　able　to　con一
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tinue　with　the　speech．　Impromptu　presentations　may　be　necessary　depending
on　the　situation；however，　the　novice　presenter　should　stay　away　from　this
delivery　style　as　much　as　possible　until　he　or　she　has　acquired　enough　exper－
tise　in　presentation　and　achieved　much　English　proficiency．　On　the　other
hand，　carefully－rehearsed　extemporaneous　speeches　can　be且exible　and
sound　natural．　Also，　with　the　help　of　speaking　notes，　the　non・native　speaker
of　English　can　feel　comfortable　and　can　avoid　unnecessary　stage　fright．
　　The　presenter　also　needs　to　use　clear　pronunciation，　right　intonation，　pitch
and　rhythm，　proper　speed，　appropriate　voice　level　as　well　as　eye－contact，
good　posture，　apPropriate　gesture，　facial　expressions，　proper　att三re，　etc・In
addition，　the　learner　should　acquire　enough　knowledge　to　effectively　use　vari－
ous　visual　aids　along　with　hands－on　knowledge　of　widely－used　presentation
software．　Since　these　aspects　of　public　speaking　are、　usually　not　taught　at
Japanese　high　schools，　they　should　be　taught　as　part　of　college　English　educa－
tion，
V．1）imculties　in　Training
　　The　principles　of　giving　good　business　presentations　based　on　the
knowledge　and　skills　discussed　above　can　be　taught　in　a　college　business
presentation　class．　However，　the　learner　can　truly　acquire　effective　delivery
skills　only　through　practice　and　experience．　This　is　similar　to　acquiring　swim－
ming　skills．　However　much　knowledge　one　may　have　gained　about　swlmming
techniques　from　reading　books　or　listening　to　lectures，　one　can　learn　to　swim
well　if　and　only　if　he　or　she　actually　practices　swimming　in　water．　Therefore，
the　teacher　should　provide　the　learner　with　a　plenty　of　opportunities　to　give
presentations　in　class．　In　the　classroom，　the　training　can　be　done　by　showing
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the　learner　some　model　presentations　of　different　nature，　i．e．，　presentations
to　inform，　to　persuade　and　to　entertain，　and　have　the　learner　develop　and
deliv．er　his　or　her　own　presentations　based　on　appropriate　business　materials．
　　Training　the　learner　in　informative　presentations　may　be　done　by　having
the　learner　do　research　on　some　specific　business　matter　and　have　him　or　her
report　on　the　findings．　For　example，　the　teacher　can　assign　the　learner　to　ana－
lyze　a　certain　corporation　and「inform　the　audience　of　its　financial　standing．
　　Presentations　to　entertain　the　audience　cari　be　practiced　by　having　the
learner　play　a　certain　role　in　an　imaginary　business　situation．　For　example，
the　teacher　can　put　the　learner　in　the　situation　where　he　or　she　has　to　give　a
speech　to　celebrate　a　colleague’s　birthday　or　promotion．
　　However，　the　teacher　is　bound　to　face　some　di伍culties　in　training　the
learner　in　persuasive　presentations．　In　the　real　business　world，　persuasive
presentations　bear　importance　in　situations　where　decision－making　is　neces－
sary．　For　example，　a　major　expansion　in　plant　capacity　is　being　considered，　or
abig　increase　in　advertising　budget　is　proposed，　or　an　acqqisition　plan　is　con－
templated．　One　of　the　difficu｝ties　in　training　the　learner　at　college　comes　from
the　lack　of　realistic　yet　easy－to－handle　materials　on　which　the　learner　can　de－
velop　a　presentation．　For　example，　if　the　teacher　wants　to　engage　the　learner
in　presenting　his　or　her　opinions　about　an　advertising　budget　increase，　a　typi－
cal　topic　of　a　persuasive　presentation　at　the　workplace，　the　teacher　may　not
be　able　to　obtain，　from　publicly　available　sources，　enough　pertinent　informa－
tion　about　a　real　corporation　where　such　a　budget　increase　is　a　major　internal
issue．　Further，　the　learner　may　not　be　able　to　form　his　or　her　opinion　about
the　budget　increase　due　to　the　scarcity　of　readily　available　information　on　the
company’s　situation，　including　the　pros　and　cons　discussed　within　the　compa－
ny，　funds　availability，　market　environment　including　competitors’behavior，
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etc．　Without　such　information，　the　learner　cannot　feel　con且dent　in　his　or　her
opinion　and，　therefore，　may　not　feel　highly　motivated　to　persuade　the　au－
dience　to　support　his　or　her　opinion．　The　case　method，　if　used　properly，　can
help　overcome　these　dif五culties．
W．The　Case　Method
　　The　case　method　was　originally　developed　at　Harvard　Business　School　in
the　early　twentieth　century　and　is　now　widely　used　at　business　schools　in
America　in　teaching　various　subjects　such　as　marketing，　organizational　be－
havior，　accounting，　finance，　business　policy，　etc．　Under　this　method，　the
learner　is　to　read　a　case，　identify　the　problem，　w6rk　out　a　solution　and　present
his　or　her　solution　with　justification　in　class　for　discussion．　Each　case　is　a　writ－
ten　description　of　the　facts　surrounding　a　particular　business　situation　drawn
from　the　experience　of　a　real　business　organization．　Rather　than　being　lec－
tured，　learners　are　expected　to　solve　the　problems　on　their　owll　or　in　a　group
and　give　presentations　and　engage　in　class　discussion．　The　teacher　is　to　play
the　role　of　a　discussion　leader　rather　than　a　lecturer．
　　Ordinarily，　the　cases　used　at　most　business　schools　are　a　few　pages　long　to
about　fifty　pages　long．　The　typical　procedure　at　most　business　schools　require
the　learner　to　read　the　case　material　and　define　the　problem　based　on　the　in－
formation　presented　in　the　case．　Then　the　learner　must　come　up　with　several
meaningful　alternatives　for　solving　the　problem．　Each　alternative　must　then
be　evaluated　based　on　its　advantages　and　disadvantages　versus　the　other　a1－
ternatives，　Following　this　evaluation，　the　learner　recommends　the　best　alter。
native　with　justification．　The　learner　must　also　specify　a　set　of　action　plans
for　implementing　the　recommendation．　Finally，　the　learner　is　expected　to
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provide　a　contingency　plan　in　case　the　recommended　action　plan　fails　to
work．　Most　often，　the　learner　is　required　to　write　a　paper　on　the　case，　evalua－
tion　of　which　is　done　on　the　basis　of　content，　organization　and　persuaslveness．
　　Under　the　case　method，　the　learner　needs　to　be　well　prepared　to　present　his
or　her　ideas　well，　because　the　learner’s　evaluation　is　to　be　partly　based　on　his
or　her　performance　in　the　presentation．　Even　when　no　formal　presentation　is
required，　a　learner　nominated　by　the　professor　as　the　first　speaker　needs　to
clearly　present　his　or　her　view　as　the　starting　point　of　the　discussion．　The
presentation　or　the丘rst　remark　is　to　be　followed　by　questions　and　answers
which　usually　evolve　into　class　discussion．
W．Advantages　of　the　Case　Method　in　Teaching　Business
　　Presentation
　　One　of　the　advantages　of　using　the　case　method　for　teaching　business
presentations　is　that　cases　can　provide　excellent　materials　for　developing　per－
SuaSlve　preSentat10nS．
　　In　a　business　case，　relevant　information　is　gathered　together　for　the　reader，
though　usually　not　in　an　orderly　manner．　A　case　material　is　replete　with　busi－
ness　vocabulary　which　the　learner　will　find　useful　when　developing　the
presentation．　Sometimes　a　case　comes　with　much　data　for　which　visuals　may
have　to　be　developed　when　giving　a　presentation．　The　case　usually　offers
quite　a　realistic　description　of　the　situation　of　a　real　business且rm　such　as
McDonald’s，　Asahi　Brewery，　Minolta　Camera，　etc．　with　detailed　information
ordinarily　available　only　for　some　selected　people　within　the　firm．　Although
the　learner　has　to　sift　through　pieces　of　information　offered　in　the　case，　he　or
she　will　gain　enough　in－depth　knowledge　of　the　issue，　whether　it　be　plant　ex一
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pansion，　a　budget　lncrease，　or　an　acqulsltlon・
　　It　is　often　pointed　out　that　Japanese　people　are　quite　shy　when　speaking
their　views　in　the　presence　of　others．　This　tendency　is　bound　to　be　enhanced
if　one　is　speaking　in　English　in　which　the　speaker　is　afraid　of　making　mistakes
in　the　presence　of　others．　These　general　mental　attitudes　work　as　a　hindrance
to　speaking　publicly．　To　overcome　such　mental　hindrance，　the　learner　needs
to　be　strongly　motivated　to　speak　in　English．　With　respect　to　motivation　in
the査eld　of　Second　Language　Acquisition，‘‘it　is　two　orientations　labeled　as　in－
tegrative　and　instramental　that　have　become　the　most　widely　known
concepts．．．”9）、lntegrative　orientation　concerns　a　positive　disposition　toward
the　group　in　which　the　target　language　is　spoken　and　the　desire　to　interact
with　and　even　become　similar　to　the　valued　members　of　that　community．　In－
strumental　orientation　is　the　utilitarian　orientation　pertaining　to　the　potential
pragmatic　gains　of　acquiring　the　proficiency　of　the　target　language．　However，
it　may　be　rather　inapPropriate　to　try　to　incorporate　integrative　orientatz’on　into
college　education　in　Japan　by　requesting　the　learners　to　become　similar　to
Americans，　British，　Australians，　etc．　On　the　other　hand，　it　may　be　appropri－
ate　to　try　to　incorporate　instrumental　orientation；however，　college　learners
with　little　business　experience　may　not　fully　realize　how　learning　to　speak
English　will　specifically　bene丘t　them　in　the　future．　Thus，　the　learner　may　not
feel　strongly　motivated　to　speak　out　on　their　opinions　in　English　in　the　class－
room　based　on　this　utilitarian　orientation．
　　The　case　method，　on　the　other　hand，　is　likely　to　enhance　the　learner’s　moti－
vation　to　speak　out　in　the　presence　of　others．　Under　the　case　method，　the
learner　tends　to　have　what　can　be　termed　as‘‘problem－solving　orientation．”
Finding　a　problem　in　a　rather　compllcated　case　situation　and　working　out　a
solution　by　oneself　is　like　finding　out　who　has　committed　the　crime　in　a　detec・
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tive　story　without　reading　the　explarlation　in　the　final　chapter．　The　learner，
therefore，　usually　feels　an　urge　to　tell　the　class　about　his　or　her　solution　and
see　how　the　audience　would　react　to　it．　This　problem－solving　orientation，　which
is　not　culturally　biased，　can　be　implanted　to　Japanese　leamers　withou亡any
resistance　and　can　motivate　them　to　speak　in　English　even　when　their　prag－
matic　orientation　is　not　strong　enough．
　　Let　us　now　have　a　Iook　at　a　real　case　and　see　how　the　learner　can　be　moti－
vated　in　this　sense．　Since　the　cases　used　at　American　business　schools　such　as
Harvard　Busin6ss　School　are　usually　long　and　complicated，　let　us　consider
the　following　short　case　included　in　a　study　guide　for　college　stUdents　in　U．K．
Southern　OMce　SupPlies（SOS）Ltd。10）
　　‘‘Roll　on　Friday．”Paul　Scobie　had　arrived　for　work．　This　was　his　favorite
remark．
　　‘‘Another　week．　And　forty　more　till　Christmas．”Vickie　Reader　was　an　in－
voice　clerk．　She　looked　at　their　watch．‘‘Never　mind，　five　mi血tes　of　today
have　gone　already．”The　phone　rang．　She　groaned．‘‘Here　we　go＿．”
　　SOS　Ltd．　was　a　large　regional　of五ce　supplies　wholesaler，　also　dealing　with
major　corporate　customers．　Andy　Fraser　was　manager　of　the　main　ware－
house．　His　thirty一且ve　strong　staff　had　been　attracting　critical　attention　from
senior　management．　How　did　Mr．　Fraser　account　for　so　many　dissatis且ed
customersP　Unexplained　delays　and　omissions　in　ordersP　Incorrectly　ad－
dressQd　packages？　He　spoke　frankly　to　Christina　Mardle　the　senior　dispatch
clerk．“Why　can’t　staff　follow　simple　instructions　to　do　a　simple　job？”he　in－
quired．　They　all　know　the　procedure　back　to　front．　It　should　be　a　well－oiled
machine，　What’s　going　wrongP’
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　　“It’s　not　lack　of　instructions．　And　it’s　not　lack　of　common　sense，”she
paused．‘‘It’s　sheer　boredom．　Order　after　order．　Package　after　package．　Hour
after　hour．　Day　after　day．　The　customers　are　just　names　off　the　computer・
They　could　be　anyone．”
　　Fraser　interrupted．‘‘But　the　staff　are　well　paid．　They’ve　got　good　working
conditions．　A　subsidized　canteen．　What　more　do　they　want？”
　　After　reading　the　above　case，　the　learner　can　conclude　that　the　lack　of
motivation　on　the　part　of　the　warehouse　employees　is　the　problem．　Then　the
learner　may　generate　some　alternatives　for　improving　the　situation．　These　al－
ternatives　may　be（1）to　penalize　sloppy　workers　by　salary　cuts　or　demotion，
（2）to　send　his　staff　to　a　training　program，（3）to　give　a　bonus　to　those　who
have　done　good　work，　and（4）give　a　party　where　customers　and　staff　are　in・
vited　so　that　they　will　know　one　another．　However，　the　learner　may　not　feel
con且dent　when　it　comes　to　evaluating　each　alternative，　Then，　he　or　she　refers
to　various　motivation　theories　and　realize　that　penalizing　workers　may　not　en－
hance　their　motivation，　The　learner　also　realizes　that　since　the　workers　know
the　procedure　well，　sending　them　to　a　training　program　may　not　get　them
anywhere．　Also，　since　they　are　well　paid，　giving　a　bonus　may　not　enhance
their　motivation．　Throwing　a　party　is　an　interesting　idea，　but　the　question　is
how　effective　it　is．　After　hard　thinking，　the　learner　may　come　up　with　a　brilli－
ant　idea　that　Mr．　Fraser，　the　warehouse　manager，　can　put　his　staff　into　some
different　teams　and　have　them　do　research　on　the　quality　of　their　work　and
develop　their　own　program　to　improve　the　work　quality．　A　monthly　award
can　be　given　to　the　best　performing　team　in　a　way　the　members　of　the　win－
ning　team　feel　proud　of　themselves．　Having　developed　this‘‘quality　circle”
idea　along　with　an　action　plan　to　implement　it，　the　learner　would　probably　feel
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astrong　urge　to　persuade　the　audience　to　supPort　his　or　her　idea．
　　Presentations　based　on　the　case　method　can　also　facilitate　the　learner　train－
ing　in‘‘questions　and　answers”，　which　is　an　important　part　of　givillg　a　presen－
tation，　by　provoking　the　audience　to　think　hard　about　the　proposed　solution　to
the　problem．　Under　the　case　method，　the　audience，　too，　have　given　much
thought　to　the　problem　presented　and　are　likely　to　ask　meaningful　questions．
Continuing　with　our　example，　a　classmate　may　ask，“What　is　your　opinion
about　implementing　job　rotation？　Wouldn’t　it　provide　workers　with　a　wider
perspective　of　their　work　and　lead　to　an　improvement　in　their　performance　in
the　long　run？”Another　classmate　may　ask，“What　about　job　enrichment？
Give　the　workers　wider　responsibilities，　like　allowing　them　to　make　a
proposal　on　installing　a　new　order－taking　system　that　can　minimize　input　er－
rors．”To　the　first　question，　the　learner　may　reply，‘‘Job　rotation　and　im－
plementing　the　quality　circle　are　not　incompatible，　because＿”　To　the　second
question，　the　learner　may　answer，‘‘I　think　we’re　talking　about　the　same
thing．”This　way，　the　learners　can　simulate　discussion　which　is　likely　to　take
place　after　persuasive　presentations　in　the　real　business　world．
V皿．Conclusion
　　To　equip　future　international　managers　with　effective　communication
skills，　English　education　for　business・major　students　at　Japanese　universities
should　place　more　emphasis　on　teaching　business　presentation　skills．　In　this
regard，　the　case　materials　used　under　the　case　method　can　provide　effective
tools　for　training　the　learner　especially　in　the且eld　of　the　persuasive　presenta－
tion．．　The　method　can　also　provide　the‘‘problem－solving　orientation”which
can　motivate　the　learner　to　speak　English　despite　the　Japanese　learner’s　shy一
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Since　the　case　materials　used　at　American　business　schools　tend　to　be
rather　long　and　complex　and　can　be　too　dithcult　for　Japanese　college　learners
because　of　advanced　English　vocabulary　used，　shorter　cases　written　in　rela一
tively　plain　but　still　professional　English　need　to　be　developed．　If　this　is　done
systematically　by　universities　together　with　cooperative　business　firms，　the
case　method　will　be　an　effective　method　of　training　both　college　students　and
businesspeople。
Notes
1）　For　example，　Nan－un－do　Publishing　Company’s　catalog　for　20021ists　20　text－
　　books　in　the　area　of　l〕usiness　English，　and　13　textbooks　out　of　these　20　are　on　writ－
　　ing　business　letters　with　the　remaining　books　mostly　on　of且ce　conversation．　No
　　textbook　on　public　speaking　or　business　presentation　is　listed．　Also，　Eihosha’s　cata－
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